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CONFERENCE REPORT

Simple thoughts about the role of liquid crystals inspired by the liquid crystal sessions at the APS
March Meeting 2009

Antal Jakli

Kent State University, Kent, USA

The American Physical Society 2009 March Meeting
was held from 15 to 20 March in Pittsburgh, PA with

around 8000 participants. Out of the 1066 sessions,

three were devoted exclusively to liquid crystals (LCs)

with 41 12-minute talks, predominantly from Kent

State University (22) followed by six talks from

Georgia Tech and three from the University of

Colorado. The rest of the talks were distributed

between 15 other (predominantly US) institutions. In
addition, there were dozens of talks related to LCs, but

scheduled in other sessions, such ‘Elastomers and

Gels’, ‘Biomaterials’, etc. This shows that LC materi-

als and their physical properties have become an inte-

gral part of the entire physical sciences, and that there

is no longer any need to spend time giving long expla-

nations on the basic structures that made it previously

impossible to squeeze a LC related study into a 10+2-

minute talk.

Concerning the topics, most talks (27) were related
to nematic materials with 10 talks on bent-core materi-

als, followed by elastomers (6), chromonics (4) and

tetrapods (4). Only five lectures were devoted to smectic

LCs, which could be due to the sparse participation

from the University of Colorado. Although non-con-

ventional LCs, such as bent-cores, tetrapods and chro-

monics, are not yet widespread in the entire condensed

matter community, I am pretty sure that in a few years
time they will also appear in other sessions’ talks.

As usual, the presentations were mainly given by

PhD students and postdoctorates, in general at quite

high level. Most of the students not only kept the time

and expressed themselves clearly, but also were able to

answer the questions posed by the audience and chair-

men. Although I do not have historical statistics about

the gender distribution of the presenters, I have a
feeling that the number of female presenters was

higher this year than in previous years, which is

encouraging to see for the future.
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Figure 1. Kent State University student Vianney Gimenez
answers a question asked by the session chair, Peter Collings.
(Photo courtesy of Peter Salamon.)

Figure 2. Daniel Berrer from Brandeis University talks
about liquid crystals formed by viruses. (Photo courtesy of
Ingo Dierking.)
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Among the individual talks (obviously excluding

those I was involved with), I especially liked the pre-

sentations of Tanya Ostapenko on ‘High magnetic

field induced birefringence in lyotropic chromonic

liquid crystals’ and Elizabeth Matsamoto’s ‘The tam-

ing of the screw: Nonlinear interactions in smectic

liquid crystals’. Of course, this choice is very subjec-
tive, and in general I was pleased to see how well

prepared and sharp the presenting students were.

This engagement and enthusiasm of young scien-

tists in LC related research will guarantee the long-

term importance and vital role of LC science in the

general field of the physics of condensed materials.

Figure 3. Kent State University student Nick Diorio gives a
talk on the rheology of materials of T-shaped molecules
provided by Carsten Tschierske from the Martin Luther
University in Halle, Germany. (Photo courtesy of Peter
Salamon.)
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